2019 FB Coaches Advisory Meeting

NDHSAA
1. 2021-22 FB plan
2. Roster limits for Dakota Bowl

Coaches
1. AA – 16 teams if possible, minimum of 12.
2. A and 9 man – State semifinals on turf
   a. Josh against it - not any fields around him
   b. AA not really in favor, not necessary
   c. 9 man not really in favor – rent, workers, travel
3. A – QRF discussion
4. A – Mandatory play clocks on all fields
   a. 9 man schools against it due to having multiple home fields
5. AAA and AA – First practice on Monday instead of Wednesday
6. 9 man – Holding a 10 yard penalty not a spot foul – all in favor
7. 9 man - Intentional grounding /tackle box – 2 out of 4 in favor
8. 9 man - QRF is it relevant when teams do not play cross regional games?
   a. SW region won all four first round games, their region champ was the 4 seed
   b. Their region champ had a loss, top two did not